Simon Oliver - Tailored Training Services:
AutoCAD & AutoCAD LT New Features
Target Audience:

This course is aimed at existing users of either the full blown package or the cut
down equivalent - AutoCAD LT.

Pre-Requisites:

Delegates must be familiar with the topics up to the level 3 (advanced) course.

Duration:

2-3 days would be required to cover these topics through practical hands-on
guidance on how to use the software.

Format:

Example drawing exercises would be used to cover a wide range of drafting
applications. I would also be happy to incorporate any specific sample drawings you
may care to provide to make the training as relevant as possible.

Location:

All training is carried out on-site in your office using your own computers. As well as
learning how to use the software, you will be shown how to set up defaults and
system variables that will help you going forward.
































The Ribbon
Application Menu
Real Time Search
PDF Import
Centre Lines and Centre Marks
Steering Wheel
Action Recorder
Annotation Scaling applicable to text, dimensions, multi-leaders, hatching and blocks
Layer dialogue palette
Layer Properties per Viewport
Layer reconciliation
Layer manipulation tools
Hatch enhancements
Viewport rotate
New dimensioning commands
Multiple Segment Leaders
Multiple Line Attributes
Table style changes
Linking Tables with Microsoft Excel
MTEXT Columns and other enhancements
Parametric drawing
Geometric constraints
Layout tab manipulation and editing
Customisable user interface changes
Editable double click actions
PDF, DWF and DGN files as underlays
External reference palette enhancements
Purge enhancements
Free-Form Design
3D Printing

Continued…

AutoCAD & AutoCAD LT New Features
PLEASE NOTE:
All of the training courses that I provide would be tailored to your exact drafting application and I aim to
be as flexible as possible in order to make the training totally relevant to you and the way that you work.
Therefore, particularly with the intermediate and advanced outlines, the topics are easily interchangeable
to allow you to have a bespoke course outline.
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